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Japanese domestic winemaking, which began in 1627, is thought to have ended
in the wake of the Hosokawa clan's transfer to the Higo Domain (modern-day
Kumamoto Prefecture). The documents were studied by the Eisei Bunko
Research Center Credit: Professor Tsuguharu Inaba

Researchers from Kumamoto University (Japan) have found an Edo
period document that clearly indicates the Hosokawa clan, rulers of the
Kokura Domain (modern-day Fukuoka Prefecture), completely stopped
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producing wine in 1632, the year before the shogunate ordered them to
move to the Higo Domain (now Kumamoto Prefecture). The researchers
believe that the discontinuation of wine production was directly related
to this move and because it was considered to be a drink of a religion
that was harshly suppressed in Japan at that time, Christianity.

Previous analysis of historical documents revealed that the lord of the
Hosokawa clan, Tadatoshi Hosokawa, ordered wine production from
1627 to 1630 for medicinal use. His vassals, who were experienced in
various western customs and technologies—from foods to watches, used
black soybeans and wild grapes in their brewing process. Those
documents are the earliest known proof of Japanese wine production.

Until now, no historical records regarding wine production after 1631
had been found. Previously, researchers understood there to be a four-
year period of Japanese winemaking. Production was thought to be
halted because it was a stereotypically Christian drink and making it
could have been a dangerous prospect due to the shogunate's strict
prohibition of Christianity during the Edo period.

The new document, from September 1632, was found in the Eisei Bunko
Library's Hosokawa clan repository and is a clear order for one more
batch of wine. A note written on the document by the magistrate dated
October 3rd, 1632 (No. 10.7.13) is as follows.

"Taroemon Ueda has personally informed the magistrate's office that he
received an order from the lord to have wild grapes collected and
brought to him for wine production."

Taroemon Ueda was a Hosokawa clan vassal who had training in
Western techniques and had been making wine since 1627. Later in the
document, the magistrate wrote another note.
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"Wild grapes were provided to Taroemon."

The document does not say when wine production was completed.
However, earlier documents revealed that Taroemon usually took about
10 days to finish making wine, so researchers believe that this batch was
probably finished by mid-October 1632 at the latest. On January 18th of
the following year, the shogunate ordered the Hosokawa clan to move
from the Kokura Domain, where all of the wine was made, to the Higo
Domain.

Historical documents related to wine production in the Higo domain
have not been found. The researchers believe that the Hosokawa clan
stopped making wine as a direct result of their move to a new domain
and because wine was heavily associated with Christianity.

Soon after the move to the Higo Domain, the Hosokawa clan faced off
with Western-influenced rebels. They were on the front lines of
Christian oppression which led to the suppression of the Shimabara-
Amakusa Revolt in 1637. The tightening prohibition of Christianity,
outbreaks of Christian revolts, and the suppression of the revolt brought
the history of Japanese domestic wine in the 17th century to a close.
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